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The Software IP Detective's Handbook: Measurement, Comparison, and Infringement DetectionPrentice Hall, 2011

	This book is generally about software intellectual property and specifically
	about the field of software forensics. While you may never testify in a courtroom,
	attempt to deduce the true owner of a valuable program, or measure the
	intellectual property (IP) value of software source code, if you are at all involved
	with software you...


		

Beginning Android 4 (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011

	Android is everywhere. Phones. Tablets. TVs and set-top boxes powered by Google TV. Soon, Android will be in cars, in in-flight entertainment systems on planes, and even in


	robots!




	However, the general theme of Android devices will be smaller screens and/or no

	hardware keyboard. And, by the numbers, Android...

		

The Art and Science of HDR Imaging (The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Rendering High Dynamic Range (HDR) scenes on media with limited dynamic range began in the Renaissance whereby painters, then photographers, learned to use low-range spatial techniques to synthesize appearances, rather than to reproduce accurately the light from scenes. The Art and Science of HDR Imaging presents a unique scientific...






		

PEM Fuel Cell Durability Handbook, Two-Volume Set: PEM Fuel Cell Failure Mode AnalysisCRC Press, 2011

	PEM Fuel Cell Failure Mode Analysis presents a systematic analysis of PEM fuel cell durability and failure modes. It provides readers with a fundamental understanding of insufficient fuel cell durability, identification of failure modes and failure mechanisms of PEM fuel cells, fuel cell component degradation testing, and...


		

REST API Design RulebookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		In today’s market, where rival web services compete for attention, a well-designed REST API is a must-have feature. This concise book presents a set of API design rules, drawn primarily from best practices that stick close to the Web’s REST architectural style. Along with rules for URI design and HTTP use, you’ll...



		

Integrating PHP Projects with JenkinsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Today's web applications require frequent updates, not just by adding or upgrading features, but by maintaining and improving the software’s existing code base as well. This concise book shows PHP developers how to use Jenkins, the popular continuous integration server, to monitor various aspects of software quality...







		

Euclidean Shortest Paths: Exact or Approximate AlgorithmsSpringer, 2011

	This unique text/reference reviews algorithms for the exact or approximate solution of shortest-path problems, with a specific focus on a class of algorithms called rubberband algorithms. Discussing each concept and algorithm in depth, the book includes mathematical proofs for many of the given statements. Topics and features: provides...


		

The Idea Accelerator: How to Solve Problems Faster Using Speed ThinkingAllen & Unwin, 2011

	
		
			
				A toolkit of 60 practical ways by which the reader can think faster to reach earlier decisions, without neglecting a conscious, deliberate, and reflective approach

			
				Creating new ideas and growth opportunities is the lifeblood of any organization, but time to come up with new...





		

Engineering of Software: The Continuing Contributions of Leon J. OsterweilSpringer, 2011

	Software engineering research can trace its roots to a small number of highly influential individuals. Among that select group is Prof. Leon J. Osterweil, whose work has fundamentally defined or impacted major directions in software analysis, developmenttools and environments, and software process. His exceptional and sustained contributions...






		

Science Teaching with Moodle 2.0Packt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is becoming increasingly popular in schools worldwide due to its ease of use and flexibility. Science is the perfect subject to benefit from the features of Moodle as students will find it the easiest to learn with the help of interactive content, rather than reading textbooks. This book will teach you how to create quizzes, start...


		

Data Visualization with Flash Builder: Designing RIA and AIR Applications with Remote Data SourcesFocal Press, 2011

	In this section you will learn to build a Flex application. You will discover that Macromedia Flex Markup Language (MXML) is a great markup language to quickly create a working application. The application will load data from RSS and will display information accordingly. To get to this result, we need some theory about the Flex framework and...


		

Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development - Made SimplePackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to your first real-life enterprise ADF application!
	The book you are holding in your hands is about building serious applications
	with Oracle Application Development Framework (ADF). You know that actual
	development work is only one part of a successful project, and that you also need
	structure, processes, and tools.

...
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